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{ *~U I M ~*} Understand quran in tamil --2 

People  

 * Darulsafa * 

  

  
 28 Dec 2008 

To 

 unitedindianmuslims@yahoogroups.com 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Assalaamu Alaikum. 

 

Pls open the attachment for details. 

Pls save it in your system regularly coming insha allah.      

 

--  

அ்ுட், 

தாு்ஸஃபாவிலிு்ு சாதி். 

 

Visit: http://www.darulsaf a.com 

 

* Read Quran Regular Basis with translation 

* Worship the creator, not his creations. 

* Dhikr Allah everyday morning & evening. 

* Pray promptly and guide others to pray also. 

* Reach islamic messages to everyone,it's ur duty. 

* Use your mobile phone on your left ear -Health alert. 

* Drink or eat only by right hand, left hand used by Shait'an only. 

* Please don't waste water and food in your daily life, save for next Generation. 

__._,_.___ 
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RE: Dream 

 Humaira Ahmed 

  

  
 28 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Assalamwalikum Dr.Umar, 
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Thank you for your interpretation.My parents and his are involved.His mother(Father is not alive)had given a call and asked for my hand.I have just left this 
matter to Allah.There is no major problem except the fact that he is not settled.Just recently i started having problems with his behaviour. 
However I will be very cautious  and will not do anything without my parents consent.I know a nikah without my fathers consent is invalid. 
I saw you have posted some dreams on your website.I would appreciate it if you keep our correspondence private. 
Thank you for your time and guidance.May Allah bless you for your work. 
Regards, 
Ms.Humaira Ahmed. 

 
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 2008 19:01:56 +0000 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: RE: Dream 

To: ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com 

Wa laikum salam, Humaira 

  

I think you need to be very cautious here or your marriage to this person could be a disaster.  You need to involve 

both sets of parents or other relatives [yours and his] for the marriage to have any chance of success.  A Muslim girl 

attempting to arrange her own marriage without the blessing of the elders is what the dream was referring to about 搿

idiot摒.  If he is a very selfish person, he will not want to marry you when the elders get involved because he has just 

been using you.  He wants the relationship to be on the basis of 搤no strings attached搪, a concept not acceptable in 

Islam!   

 

 

Humaira Ahmed <ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com> wrote: 



 

 

Assalamwalikum Dr.Umar, 

  

Thank you for your email.I understand that I have been having misguidance in my life,maybe your are right.There is something else on which i need 

interpretation. 

  

I have loved a guy from the past 8 years..right now I am 23 yrs old.When i got into the relationship I did not know it is haraam..as I thought just having sexual 

intercose with the opposite sex is haraam.I loved him truley and always wanted to marry him.Otherwise I consider myself to be a good muslim..follwing the 5 

pillars of islam.From the past 1 year I started learning about religion...and found out that hijab is compulsory and started following it.Also since now I am in 

marrigable age,the guy who I have loved wants to perform nikah with me.I did ishtiqara once..i saw a dream in which both of us are very happy..v r going to 

the movies..v are eating out..and are happy with each other...i thought of it to be as yes...later things started getting bad..his behaviour towards me started 

changing..though he says he loves me n intends to marry me..he speaks very rudely to me and doesnt appreciate me.I still love him.I did ishtiqara again and 

saw a completely opposite dream.I dreamt that we are in a councelling meet.There is a large crowd.The counsellor is a christian.He points out to the guy I love 

and says "He is the most selfish person in the crowd" and then he points at me and says "and the girl sitting next to him is the biggest idiot sitting here".I am 

utterly confused and dont know what to do.I still love him..but dunno if this marriage is good for my deen and duniya.Kindly guide me. 

Thanking you 

Ms. Humaira Ahmed. 

 

 

Date: Wed, 24 Dec 2008 20:33:54 +0000 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: Re: Dream 

To: ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com 

 

Wa laikum salam, Humaira 

  



                                      Thanks for contacting me.  Noor in a dream means guidance but darkness means 

misguidance.  I think there's some sort of trouble in your life and it's been stressing you out.  You can read 

the Duas and use the Taweez in the PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE section of my Site www.dr-umar-azam.com  
 

Humaira Ahmed <ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Assalamwalaikum, 

 

I  read that you give interpretations about dreams. 

 

I have had this persistant dream from the past 7-8 years in which im in a very dark place (I don't know which place) and running away from something which is 

trying to catch me.I have never seen what is tryin to catch me...i dont know whether its just a feeling or there is something really behind me.I keep running and 

try to scream but am unable to...my voice dissapears.Simultaneously while im watching this dream..im actually trying to scream in real and my sister gets 

disturbed of it. 

Please tell me what this dream means and  if there is any way to stop it from reoccurring. 

 

Thank you in advance 

 

Ms. Humaira Ahmed. 

 
It’s the same Hotmail®. If by “same” you mean up to 70% faster. Get your account now. 

 

 

  

Dr Umar Azam   

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://windowslive.com/online/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_broad1_122008


 

Re: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

People  

 Aurangzeb Yousaf 

  

  
 28 Dec 2008 

To 

 MasjidNabwi@yahoogroups.com 

Dear Brother 

Assalam-u-Alaikum 

I am not in Jeddah area, but we can work together if you can type Urdu or English. 

Here is the URL address of a new page of my websitehttp://www.quranict opics.com/ p4ch1-u.html 

  

I want to change all the pages like this, and you can help me in doing this work. 

And surely this all is only for Allah. 

Regards 

Aurangzeb  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
http://www.quranictopics.com/p4ch1-u.html


 

 

From: muhammad abrar qureshi <maq_y@yahoo. com> 

To: MasjidNabwi@ yahoogroups. com 

Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2008 3:36:24 AM 

Subject: Re: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

Dear Brother 

Thanks for your email.  Are you in the Jeddah area? If so, I would be glad to get in touch with you. 

Regards 

ABRAR 

 

--- On Sat, 12/27/08, shahnawaz siddiqui<shanawaz_shil@ yahoo.com> wrote: 

From: shahnawaz siddiqui <shanawaz_shil@ yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

To: MasjidNabwi@ yahoogroups. com 

Date: Saturday, December 27, 2008, 3:54 AM 

walaikum Assalam wa Rahmaftullah 

i can type urdu, 

i will help u inthis regard. 

just give me details. 

1.Howmany pages to be type down. 

http://yahoo.com/


2.what is the time limit. max. 

3.Urdu can be type in xl,word,etc and in inpage.(which software u prefer) 

u can contact me on my mobile.0509303991 

if u are leaving in KSA. 

othewise u can mail me u r details 

jazakallah 

 

From: Aurangzeb Yousaf <aurangzebyousaf@ yahoo.com> 

To: masjidnabwi@ yahoogroups. com 

Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2008 10:53:16 AM 

Subject: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

Dears 

Assalam-u-Alaikum 

Hope you are fine and in the best of health and faith. 

Could you please do me a favour? 

I have done my research on the topics of the Holy Quran and I have launched a website www.quranictopics. com  and present the verses of the Holy Quran 

on different topics which answer many questions clearing the concepts of the human beings about the most important issues and truths related to our life. 

I am presenting these verses with Urdu and English Translations. My problem is that I don't know Urdu typing and this is why it takes a long time to prepare 

the pages for different topics to upload on the site. I am doing this only to please Allah and to convey his messages to the humanity. If anyone can help me 

and provide me the Urdu Translation of the verses on different topics (I can send you the verses) in MsWord File I will be really grateful and inshallah 

http://www.quranictopics.com/


he/she will be rewarded by Allah. 

You can  help me in preparing only one topic  which will be uploaded on this site and just imagine how many people can visit it and the reward for you from 

Allah......? 

Beleive me this is a great work for Allah only and it can reward us more than we can imagine. 

It will take my 5-10 years to complete my work if I work alone but if I find someone who can help me I can complete it in a short time. 

Looking forward to a positive response from any of  "IBAD-UR-RAHMAN" 

Regards 

A brother in Islam 

 

 
[Quranic_Topics] Let us join hands to serve Quran 

 AURANG ZEB 

  

  
 29 Dec 2008 

To 

 Quranic topics 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful. 

  

Dears 

  

Assalam-u-Alaikum 

  

Hope you are fine and in the best of health and Iman.  

As I have stated earlier that I am trying to collect and present the verses of 

the Holy Quran (with Urdu and English translations) on different topics to 

convey the messages of Quran to the humanity.  

I have done most of my research work about it but as I am working alone on 

this project it takes very long time to prepare files and web pages to upload 

on the internet. 

I have launched a website for this purpose,  please visit the 

sitewww.quranictopics. com and if you feel that it is useful work and all the 

http://www.quranictopics.com/


topics of the Holy Quran should be there on this site, you can share in this 

work and as a team we can do years' work in days.   

Inshallah the files we prepare will remain somewhere in the world telling the 

truths even after our death. 

Can you imagine how long this work can last, maybe up to the Day of 

Judgment and reward us as traces of our deeds.So have your share… 

  

  

You can help in five ways: 

  

1- Inform about more verses of the Holy  

    Quran directly related to given topic     

    (In such a case please mention Surah No 



     and Verse No) 

  

2- Type the Urdu Translation of the topic    

    (that we will send you) in Ms Word File. 

3- Type the English Translation of the 

    topic. 

4- Proof read the topic before we upload it. 

5- Help in preparing web pages for the site. 

  

The attached file is an example, the topic of our site Part 4 chapter 3. You 

can start now if you have free time and you want to do something for 

afterlife. 

  

And we are changing the format of the web pages like this please visit this 



page 

  

http://www.quranict opics.com/ p4ch1-u.html 

] 

 and the work done by you will be inshallah a 

page like this on the net. 

  

Let us join hands to spread the message of the Holy Quran to the humanity. 

  

Looking forward to hear from you. 

  

May Allah reward us for our efforts. 

  

http://www.quranictopics.com/p4ch1-u.html


Truly 

  

Your brother 
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From kitchen basics to easy recipes - join the Group from Kraft Foods 

  

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)  

Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional  

Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 
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RE: [MasjidNabwi] Fw: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

People  

 Asif Sheikh 

  

  
 29 Dec 2008 

To 

 masjidnabwi@yahoogroups.com 

Assalamoalaikum 

  

We Muslims inherited the guidance of Allah and it is duty of every Muslim to deliver the message of Allah. We are sending books pertaining to 
the knowledge of Islam and comparative religions for free to Muslims, Non-Muslims and Reverts with the help of Almighty Allah. You can also 
download more than 692 titles of books(in more than 100 languages)  from our websiteswww.hadices. com and www.islamic- invitation. com. 
You are requested kindly give us address of yourself as well as the addresses of Muslims, Non-Muslims and Reverts so that we can send books 
by postal mail. We have books readily available to dispatch and we are seeking for people who are interested in the study of these books. If you 
need specific books please look up the lists of these books given on our website and notify us about the books selected by you. We shall mail 
you your selected books. May Allah accept your endeavor for the sake of Islam. 

  

Jazak Allah 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
http://www.hadices.com/
http://www.islamic-invitation.com/


  

Sincerely 

  

Asif Sheikh 

www.hadices. com 
fidvi@hotmail. com 

  

 

 

To: masjidnabwi@ yahoogroups. com 

From: masjid.nabwi@ yahoo.com 

Date: Fri, 26 Dec 2008 07:51:13 -0800 

Subject: [MasjidNabwi] Fw: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

Assalam alekum wr wb 

Can any of us help him to get the required books 

 

--- On Fri, 12/26/08, sanusi ladan <sanusiladan@ yahoo.com> wrote: 

 

> From: sanusi ladan <sanusiladan@ yahoo.com> 

> Subject: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

> To: masjid.nabwi@ yahoo.com 

> Date: Friday, December 26, 2008, 10:53 AM 

> As undergraduate student in katsina state university i write 

> seeking your assistences of some useful islamic books in 

> order to update my self 

http://www.hadices.com/
mailto:fidvi@hotmail.com
mailto:sanusiladan@yahoo.com
mailto:sanusiladan@yahoo.com
mailto:masjid.nabwi@yahoo.com


> thanks 

> SANUSI LADAN ABUBAKAR 

> DEPT OF ISLAMIC STUDIES 

> FACULTY OF HUMANITIES 

> KATSINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

> P.M.B 2218,KATSINA 

> NIGERIA 

 

RE: Was it there? 

 rabia qureshi 

  

  
 29 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Walaikum Salaam  
  
yeah i got the dua  
thank you  
  
Rabia  
 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 

Date: Mon, 29 Dec 2008 16:01:58 +0000 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: Was it there? 

To: rabz_st4r@hotmail.com 

 

Salam, Rabia 

  

                   Did you manage to get the Dua for a House in Paradise from:  http://dr-umar-

azam.weebly.com  as I instructed you? 

  

  

Dr Umar Azam   

 

 
[MUSLIM-UMMA] baby name meaning 

 Anas 

  

  
 30 Dec 2008 

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


To 

 MUSLIM-UMMA@yahoogroups.com 

assalamualikum 

 

i am planing to give my baby girl the name "NEHAR" please advise me about its meanings and related matters 

 

thanking you 

Anas 

__._,_.___ 

Messages in this topic (1)Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic 

Messages 

 

 
Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 Madheeha Munaz 

  

  
 30 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MUSLIM-UMMA/message/5572;_ylc=X3oDMTM1cWg5cjR1BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzIwNDU5NTI5BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NjE3OQRtc2dJZAM1NTcyBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Z0cGMEc3RpbWUDMTIzMDYyMTA3MQR0cGNJZAM1NTcy
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MUSLIM-UMMA/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxcjJ1bGgzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzIwNDU5NTI5BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NjE3OQRtc2dJZAM1NTcyBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3JwbHkEc3RpbWUDMTIzMDYyMTA3MQ--?act=reply&messageNum=5572
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MUSLIM-UMMA/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJmamVkOW4xBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzIwNDU5NTI5BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NjE3OQRzZWMDZnRyBHNsawNudHBjBHN0aW1lAzEyMzA2MjEwNzE-
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MUSLIM-UMMA/messages;_ylc=X3oDMTJmc3QzZGs0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzIwNDU5NTI5BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NjE3OQRzZWMDZnRyBHNsawNtc2dzBHN0aW1lAzEyMzA2MjEwNzE-
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Assalamu Alaikum 

  

Jazakallahu Haira.  I dont have enough time to excess to all the sites.  coz im working. While working if i get spare times only i'l excess to internet. 

  

today i jst went to one sites and I've downloaded Duas & Allahs 99 names to my mobile. its really worthful alhamdullilah. 

  

Insha Allah in future will excess to all & wil cme back to u.  

  

May Allah grant his mercy upon to you.... 

  

Wassalam 

  

 

 

  

On 12/29/08, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

Assalamu Alaykum, 

  

mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk


                 This is Dr Azam, Author, from Manchester, UK emailing you..  I would be grateful 

if you could spare some time to read the attached SELECTED ISLAMIC CORRESPONDENCE and then give 

your comments by return e-mail.  I look forward to replies from 100 people and you are one of these 

hundred.  Please answer these questions: 

  

1.         Which letters did you find interesting? 

2.         Did you learn anything from these letters?  If so, what? 

3.         Other remarks of your own. 

  

You can forward this Attachment to family/friends, to others to add to blogs, websites etc and, of 

course, use it yourself. 

  

Jazakum Allah Khairan 

  

Dr Umar 

 



 
Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 zohra sultana 

  

  
 30 Dec 2008 

To 

 aamir.ali@hblpk.com 

  

 Abbas Kirmani 

  

 adnan.rajput@gmail.com 

  

 aghaimtiaz@gmail.com 

  

 Ahsan Qadir 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 and 59 more... 

Walikum Assalam,, 

  

Brother Dr. Umar Azam...May Allah reward you for all the efforts which ur doing for Allah's cause,,Amen Inshalalh... 

  

I had read the letters all are intresting, mostly mentionning regarding dreams,,,Plz take care while answering of the dreaminterpretation ,, 

  

Regarding sending free Quran and other Islamic stuff,,,its a great work Mashallah,,,May Allah give u 

more strength,health & wealth to contniue such work Amen Sum Amen.. 

  

One thing i noticed that in your content regarding Taawiz,,my brother answer me that its allow in Islam? 
 
JAZAKALALH KHAIRAN KATHEERAN WA JAZEELAN... 

  

Best regards, 

Zahra.....  

I 

love 



* * Allah* * 

MOMENT BY MOMENT THANK ALLAH. 

 
Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 zohra sultana 

  

  
 31 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

CC 

 aamir.ali@hblpk.com 

  

 Abbas Kirmani 

  

 adnan.rajput@gmail.com 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 aghaimtiaz@gmail.com 

  

 Ahsan Qadir 

  

 and 58 more... 

 
Walikum Assalam.. 

  

Mention not Brother... 

  

I am not bothering to give u feed back,,,ur doing such a wonderful work in Allah's way and its my pleasure to reply u,,,  

  

Regarding the book PROPHETIC MEDICAL SCIENCES [which is packed with Amals and Taweez] available in major 

Islamic bookshops, such as the BOOK CENTRE in Bradford , UK 

   

Could you plz provide more adresses to find above book in India aswell? 

   



Jazakallah khair 

   

 

All the best,,, 

  

Thanks & best regards, 
 
--- On Tue, 30/12/08, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 
Subject: Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 
To: "zohra sultana" <zfatima75@yahoo.co.in> 
Cc: "aamir.ali@hblpk.com" <aamir.ali@hblpk.com>, "Abbas Kirmani" <abbas.kirmani@hbl.com>, "adnan.rajput@gmail.com" <adnan.rajput@gmail.com>, 
"aghaimtiaz@gmail.com" <aghaimtiaz@gmail.com>, "Ahsan Qadir" <ahsanqmunshi@gmail.com>, "amin_hashmi81@yahoo.com" 
<amin_hashmi81@yahoo.com>, "Asghar Ali chattani" <asghar.chattani@hbl.com>, "askari.dalda@yahoo.com" <askari.dalda@yahoo.com>, 
"assad.farooqui@hblpk.com" <assad..farooqui@hblpk.com>, "bad4badfriends@yahoo.com" <bad4badfriends@yahoo.com>, "cop33786@yahoo.com" 
<cop33786@yahoo.com>, "creative.umair@live.com" <creative.umair@live.com>, "danger_zone2009@yahoo.com" <danger_zone2009@yahoo.com>, 
"daudpotowali@yahoo.com" <daudpotowali@yahoo.com>, "drseemasagheer@gmail.com" <drseemasagheer@gmail.com>, "ejaz742002@yahoo.com" 
<ejaz742002@yahoo..com>, "ferhat.khan@hblpk.com" <ferhat.khan@hblpk.com>, "funoogle@yahoo.com" <funoogle@yahoo.com>, 
"gul.amir@hblpk.com" <gul.amir@hblpk.com>, "haayakhan@gmail.com" <haayakhan@gmail.com>, "humayunsiddiqui@yahoo.com" 
<humayunsiddiqui@yahoo.com>, "Idrees" <shekhani@hblpk.com>, "Ilyas Allahrakha" <ilyas.allahrakha@hbl.com>, "imrandhanji@gmail.com" 
<imrandhanji@gmail.com>, "Irfan Sheikha" <irfansheikha@yahoo.com>, "irfana10@hotmail.com" <irfana10@hotmail.com>, "kamran.akhtar@hblpk.com" 
<kamran.akhtar@hblpk.com>, "karimn@hblpk.com" <karimn@hblpk.com>, "kashish_001@hotmail.com" <kashish_001@hotmail.com>, 
"khalil4best@yahoo.com" <khalil4best@yahoo.com>, "libra_2001_pk@yahoo.com" <libra_2001_pk@yahoo.com>, "link4asad@yahoo.com" 
<link4asad@yahoo.com>, "m_abrar786@yahoo.com" <m_abrar786@yahoo.com>, "marjeenadbeauty@yahoo.com" <marjeenadbeauty@yahoo.com>, 
"marshadk@hblpk.com" <marshadk@hblpk.com>, "mehfooz" <mehfooz.hussain@hblpk.com>, "mfaysal2000@yahoo.com" <mfaysal2000@yahoo.com>, 
"mirfani@hotmail.com" <mirfani@hotmail.com>, "mirza@hblpk.com" <mirza@hblpk.com>, "miss.farzanakhalid@gmail.com" 



<miss.farzanakhalid@gmail.com>, "mony_matrix@yahoo.com" <mony_matrix@yahoo.com>, "muhammad_usama2001@yahoo.com" 
<muhammad_usama2001@yahoo.com>, "Munay Bahi" <sualehadnan@yahoo.com>, "myounusk@hblpk.com" <myounusk@hblpk.com>, 
"nasimahmed2005@yahoo.com" <nasimahmed2005@yahoo.com>, "onlinesystem@gmail.com" <onlinesystem@gmail.com>, "palwasha7@ymail.com" 
<palwasha7@ymail.com>, "Raheel Ahmed" <raheel.ahmed@hbl.com>, "s_r_k_h0ney@hotmail.com" <s_r_k_h0ney@hotmail.com>, 
"sadaf_smirza@yahoo.com" <sadaf_smirza@yahoo.com>, "saqib" <saqilion@hotmail.com>, "sar7824@hotmail.com" <sar7824@hotmail.com>, 
"shahidpq@hblpk.com" <shahidpq@hblpk.com>, "shanawaz_shil@yahoo.com" <shanawaz_shil@yahoo.com>, "shoaibqarni@hotmail.com" 
<shoaibqarni@hotmail.com>, "shwasim@hotmail.com" <shwasim@hotmail.com>, "sm_muddassir@yahoo.com" <sm_muddassir@yahoo.com>, 
"sshahid@hblpk..com" <sshahid@hblpk.com>, "sultan.nadeem" <sultan.nadeem@hblpk.com>, "szaidi@hblpk.com" <szaidi@hblpk.com>, "The-Karachi-
World-Owner@YahooGroups.Com" <The-Karachi-World-Owner@YahooGroups.Com>, "waqar.akber@hotmail.com" <waqar.akber@hotmail.com>, 
"waqar_altaf1988@yahoo.com" <waqar_altaf1988@yahoo.com>, "DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 
Date: Tuesday, 30 December, 2008, 10:40 PM 

Assalamu Alaikum, 
  

Thanks v. much for supplying your comments, Zohra. 

  

Regarding the points you make: 

  

[1]   All care is taken when interpreting dreams.  The book by Ibn Sireen [R.A.] is used, as 

well as scientific sources [scientific sources are from the field of psychology].  Now my 

respondents know that dream interpretation, by virtue of its very challenging nature, 

cannot be 100% guaranteed.  However, feedback does suggest that my efforts are 

appreciated as far as those go! 

  



[2]    Regarding Taweez, see the correspondence at the end of the 'using Taweez' section 

on:  www.freewebs.com/drumarazam 

  

Once again, many thanks for bothering to give me feedback.  Others are this list should 

note that their feedback will also be appreciated.  JazakAllah. 
 

 

Free Entire Holy Quran Attachment 

 Umar Azam 

  

  
 30 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Assalamu Alaikum, 
  
I am offering the Entire Holy Quran in 1 email attachment.  Please confirm that you would like to receive this 
attachment, absolutely free, and I will send it to your inbox within 24 hours Insha’allah. 

 

http://www.freewebs.com/drumarazam
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 
Re: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 

 Shahzad 

  

  
 30 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

W/Salam, Jazak Allah Khair Brother Umar. 

 
--  
Shahzad Zameer 
+92 345 939 4000 
Earn Money Online 
http://www.clicknearn.net/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=1586 

On Tue, Dec 30, 2008 at 11:24 PM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

 

Salam, Br Shahzad 

  

Thanks v. much for your request and the Holy Quran is attached with this mail.  I had difficulties trying to send 

the Quran from my Rocketmail e-mail address, so I'm sending it from this address instead. 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
http://www.clicknearn.net/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=1586
mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk


  

You will be able to get lots more Islamic Attachments from my Sites: 

  

1.         http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

2.         http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com 

  

If you encounter any problems downloading these other Attachments, please notify me at once at either of my 

email addresses. 

  

May Allah Most High give you success in both the worlds! 

 

  

Dr Umar Azam   

 

 
Mphil Dissertation - University of South Asia by (Naveed Ahmed) 

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com/


 Naveed Ahmed 

  

  

 31 Dec 2008 

To 

 nedahmed@excite.com 

Dear Friends, 

 

I am very pleased to announce all of you that the Law faculty of University of South Asia Lahore 

has finally approved my dissertation for the degree of Masters in Philosophy of Law (05-Dec-08) on 

the topic, "The Laws and Justice System in FATA with Recommendations for Reformations". I am 

thankful to my Superviser Dr. Muhammad Naeem for being a true guiding force to accomplish this 

task and also to all of my friends for their genuine support during last year of my studies.  

 

This is a very little effort on my behalf to stand up and assure the Tribal People that being in the so-

called safest part of the Pakistan, we are equally affected, saddened and grief stricken due to this 

operation in North-Western part of Pakistan.  Pakistan has currently witnessed the largest 

repatriation movement in modern history, for more than two decades Pakistan hosted the largest 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


single refugee population in the world and they were accommodated in the North-Western part of 

Pakistan. It was estimated that 1.1 million refugees remained in refugee camps at the start of 2003, 

after more than 1.5 million repatriated the previous year. In addition, an unknown but substantial 

number of Afghans were known to live in Pakistan's urban areas. 

 

In the current situation, Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) evoke feelings of an area 

where civilization is yet to enter. Where people are averse to any outside influence and criminal 

activities are common, rather protected and appreciated. The reality, however, is absolutely 

different. The people of this deprived region need and love peace and development. Groaning 

under grinding poverty and lack of resources for a long time, they look up to the Government to 

pay due attention to their genuine needs to progress. They need schools, colleges, hospitals, roads 

and economic opportunities, like other people, to lead a respectable and secure life. An all 

encompassing development strategy can ensure the achievement of these goals and also act as a 

bulwark against the rising tide of extremism and militancy in the area. The geographical location of 

FATA should not become a disadvantage for the people rather it should be used as an opportunity 

for prosperity. 

 



This dissertation prognosticates the laws and Justice System in FATA its impacts, causes, losses and 

future strategy to control the situation. The administrative system in tribal area is destabilized and 

there is need to improve, reform and specially strengthen the Laws & Justice system of FATA 

otherwise its effects could spillover to the whole country. 

 

Finally I would like to extend my warmest thanks and appreciation to those closest to me, to my 

parents; for their constant encouragement and support who has been my 'rock'; giving me support 

and tireless encouragement, especially in this last year. 

 

With permission of the Law faculty of my university, I am forwarding you a copy of dissertation, please find attached file in PDF 

format. 

 

 

I would welcome comments & remarks from all of you for the improvement and also for references. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Naveed Ahmed 



 

Tel: (+92)-333-4844561 

http://nedahmed.blogspot.com 

Email:    nedahmed@gmail.com 

 

 
(None) 

 Mónus Áron 

  

  
 31 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

 
Kedves Olvasó! (Dear Reader,) 
 
Boldog Új Évet kívánok Önnek! 
 
(I wish you a Happy New Year!) 
 
Ezen a napon kell beszámolnom olvasóimnak arról, hogy hosszú idõn keresztül miért nem mutattam be új könyveket. 2007. május 15-én a 
megsemmisítésemre és a vagyonom elrablására irányuló támadás indult ellenem. Vagyonomnak része a könyveimre vonatkozó szerzõi jogom is. 
 

http://nedahmed.blogspot.com/
mailto:nedahmed@gmail.com
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


(I should this day relate to my readers why I have not presented new books for a long while. On the 15th of May 2007 an attack was launched against me in 
order to annihilate me and to rob my wealth. My copyright on my books is also part of my wealth.) 
 
2007. május 15-én Hódmezõvásárhely polgármestere gondnokság alá helyezésem iránt indított eljárást, az állítólagos indok a személyem és a vagyonom 
védelme volt. Kérem, nyissa meg az alábbi linket. 
 
http://www.monusaron.com/gyam.html 
 
(On the 15th of May 2007 the mayor of Hodmezovasarhely initiated a procedure to place me in charge of a guardian, the alleged motive was the protection of 
my person and of my wealth. Please open the link below.) 
 
http://www.monusaron.com/gyam.html 
 
Ha sikerült volna engem gondnokság alá helyezni, akkor ezzel elveszítettem volna a jogot a vagyonom feletti rendelkezéshez, beleértve a könyveimre 
vonatkozó szerzõi jogomat is: ezután a könyveim terjesztése megszûnt volna. 
 
(If the procedure to place me in charge of a guardian had succeeded, then I should have lost my right to the disposition over my wealth, inclusive of my 
copyright on my books: after that the diffusion of my books would have come to an end.) 
 
Tiltakozásom következtében a gondnoksági ügy a Szegedi Polgármesteri Hivatalhoz került, amely a 2008. évben megszüntette az ellenem indított eljárást 
hivatkozva a Legfelsõbb Bíróság Bfv.I.622/2005/6. számú, 2005. november 15-én hozott ítéletére. Idézek a Legfelsõbb Bíróság ítéletébõl: "az ügyben feltárt 
bizonyítékokból tisztázódott, hogy a magánvádló elmebeteg voltának állítása alaptalan. Mónus Áron magánvádló beszámítási képességét korlátozó vagy 
kizáró elmebetegségben nem szenved és nyilvánvalóan nem is szenvedhetett, nem mutathatta ennek jeleit a kérdéses tévémûsorban történt fellépése során 
sem." 
 
(As a consequence of my protestation the procedure to place me in charge of a guardian was transferred to the Office of the Mayor of Szeged, which, in the 
year 2008, has quashed the procedure with reference to the sentence of the Supreme Court of the 15th of November 2005, n° Bfv.I.622/2005/6. I quote the 
sentence of the Supreme Court: "from the proofs discovered in the lawsuit it has been cleared that the statement according to which the civil suitor is insane is 
unfounded. Mónus Áron civil suitor does not suffer from any mental disorder which would restrict or preclude his capacity of responsibility, and it is obvious 
that he could not suffer, he could not present symptoms of such suffering during his appearance on the television programme in question.") 
 
Írókat akkor üldöztek ilyen formában Magyarországon, amikor Rákosi Mátyás volt "a magyar nép bölcs tanítója". 
 

http://www.monusaron.com/gyam.html
http://www.monusaron.com/gyam.html


(Writers were persecuted in such a manner in Hungary when Rákosi Mátyás was "the wise teacher of the Hungarian people".) 
 
Hódmezõvásárhely, 2008. december 31. (the 31st of December, 2008). 
Üdvözlettel: (Yours sincerely:) 
Mónus Áron, 6800 Hódmezõvásárhely, Zrínyi utca 27., Hungary 
Tel.: (36)(62) 242 270; Mobil: (36)(30) 963 01 85 
www.monusaron.com; monusaron@vnet.hu 
 
--- Leiratkozáshoz kérem, küldjön választ a fenti címre, REMOVE tárgyú üzenetként. --- 

 

 
# H I #: The Big Bang between science & Quran 

 MMM KKK 

  

  
 1 Jan 2009 

To 

 insideISLAM@yahoogroups.com 

  

 Islam_House@yahoogroups.com 

  

mailto:monusaron@vnet.hu
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 islam_is_thetruth@yahoo.com 

  

 Islam_LightUponLight@yahoogroups.com 

  

 islam4all@yahoogroups.com 

  

 and 11 more... 

 

The Big Bang between science & Quran 

By Magdy Abd Al-Shafy Abd AL-gawad 

Every Holy Book must include within its verses definitive proofs that testify to its divine source ; these proofs must fit 

every generation mentality and in the same time it should remain tact. Among the many miracles of the Holy Quran is the 

scientific miracle though there are many other miracles that are equally important. Though the Holy Quran revealed in 

time where nothing but superstition is prevalent on a generous prophet who was unlettered in a place in a desert where 

only few scattered tribes are here and there ,it is replete with verses that talks about scientific facts that are completely in 

agreement with what science says. it addresses the human mind through hundreds of scientific verses according to its 

scientific evolution and its culture thus refuting any claim of atheism or any iota of doubt , it unfetters the human mind and soul that have been 

long cramped with the unsubstantiated claims of atheism over the span of history. 

The scientific verses in the Holy Quran reinforce the belief in Allah(SWT) in the hearts of Moslems and show how Great and Mighty Allah(SWT) is 

and that the whole of the universe is under His control and nothing to escape His will. 

Unlike science books that are replete with equations and dry scientific facts , its scientific wording is matchless ,it has emotional impact which 

leaves its listener willingly submitting himself to his Lord, so exhilarated with his being servant to Allah(SWT) ,it moves barren eyes to tears and 

 

 



softens petrified hearts and fills you with ecstasy. Allah(SWT) says in this regard what means: 

If We had caused this Quran to descend upon a mountain, thou (O Muhammad) verily hadst seen it humbled, rent asunder by the fear of Allah. 

Such similitudes coin We for mankind that haply they may reflect.(59: 21) 

And also Allah(SWT) says in this regard in another place: 

Say: Believe therein or believe not, lo! those who were given knowledge before it, when it is read unto them, fall down prostrate on their faces, 

adoring, Saying: Glory to our Lord! Verily the promise of our Lord must be fulfilled.They fall down on their faces, weeping, and it increaseth 

humility in them.(15:109) 

Cosmogonies between Quran and Science . 

Among the many scientific miracles that Quran refers to is : 

(1)The big bang 

(2)The gaseous state of the universe 

(3)The expansion of the universe 

(4))The big crunch 

Before we talk about these scientific references in Qu'ran , we find it necessary to talk about what science says about these scientific 

discoveries then listen to what the Holy Quran says in this regard. So how science explains the beginning of creation( The Big Bang). 

Before the twentieth century, astronomers could only assume that the universe had existed forever without change, or that it was created in its 

present condition by divine action at some arbitrary time. 

Foremost among the theories that explain the beginning of the universe is the theory of the Big Bang which is the most acceptable one for many 

scientific reasons , according to this theory , all forms of matters and energy of the observable and unobservable universe were once squashed 

in a well-closed up mass of infinite heat and density where no laws of physics that we know can apply , then a huge explosion happened leaving 



a huge ball of radiations and primordial particles and soon a huge cloud of gas was formed and gradually the heat began to decrease and the 

creation of galaxies began to form. 

There are a lot of pieces of evidence, foremost among these are: 

(1)Evidence that the universe may be evolving did not begin to accumulate until the 1920s.Before that time , calculations , studies and 

observations had begun and it was only before 1929 that the efforts of scientists were crowned by the discovery of the American astronomer 

Edwin Powell Hubble ;while he was studying far galaxies through his giant telescope , he noticed that light coming from distant galaxies is 

redshifted , this means that galaxies are traveling a way from us and from each other at high velocities that approach the speed of light , This 

has been considered the most important astronomical discovery of the century, in fact the Holy Quran refers to the expansion of the universe as 

we will show. 

(2) Very early in its history, the whole Universe was very hot. As it expanded, this heat left behind a "glow" that fills the entire Universe. The Big 

Bang theory not only predicts that this glow should exist, but that it should be visible as microwaves (part of the Electromagnetic spectrum) and 

this is the Cosmic Microwave Background which has been accurately measured and is very good evidence that the Big Bang theory is correct. 

(3) Mixture of elements:As the Universe expanded and cooled down, some of the elements that we see today were created. The Big Bang theory 

predicts how much of each element should have been made, and what we see in very distant galaxies and old stars is just right. 

Does the Holy Quran mention the Big Bang ? 

Prior to science and more than fourteen hundred years ago , The Holy Quran explains the beginning of the creation of the universe. Allah says 

in the Holy Quran what means 

"Do not the unbelievers see that the heavens and the earth Were joined together (sewn together) (as one Unit of Creation and then We 

unstitched (clove  them )  and that We made from water every living thing? So will they not believe? (Qur'an, 21:30) " 

First, the verse starts with a prophecy that has come true; it states that those who will discover how the universe came into being will be among 

the disbelievers and that prophecy was fulfilled because those who discovered this fact were not Moslems .The Holy Quran uses just two words 

to describe all that has been written about the Big Bang and as we will see that these two words are even more accurate than the scientific 

words. The verse starts with a call to the disbelievers who based their atheism on the claim that universe is eternal to think over again and 

understand what science-by the grace of Allah(SWT)- will discover concerning the creation of the universe , it emphatically states that 



disbelievers will discover how the creation come into being , the word " Will" means that this will happen in the future …it is so wonderful that 

the Quran predicts whom will discover .To those who still suspect the prophethood of this great prophet , we say what benefit can they get by 

claiming such a thing that time , if it is false claim , can completely raze it to the ground? 

On reading the verse again you won't rack your mind to understand its meanings , the holy Quran uses just two words to describe how the 

universes was created : 

Didn't the disbeliever see that the heavens and the earth were (Ratk) 

The Holy Quran depicts how the universe was like before coming into being and even use a different word other than the word “universe” to 
depict it as it wasn't a universe yet , The Holy Quran uses the Arabic word (Ratk) to depict the universe before being a universe , this word , 

strikingly , signifies the same description that scientists use when they talk about the universe before being a universe , the Quranic word " 

(Ratk) means in English" well-closed up mass or elements interwoven together, mixed in each or blended" . Remember that science says that all 

forms of matter and energy were squashed in well-closed up mass ( singularity point or primarily nebula) 

So the Holy Quran and science are in complete agreement concerning the shape of the universe before being a universe. If you still confused 

about the meaning of the Arabic Quranic word and the words that science uses look at this table. 

Quranic word Meaning in English Science words 

Ratak well-closed up mass or 

elements interwoven together, 

mixed in each or blended" 

A well-closed up mass where 

all forms of matters and 

energy were squashed. 

  

The Big explosion in the Quran 

The Holy verse goes on to say " we ( Fatak ) 

The Arabic word" Fatak" means " unstitch , clove asunder , tearing apart or destroying the structure of 



things that are sewn to one another , and that what science says , science uses the word explosion which gives the same meaning . 

. The word is used to describe the beginning of creation in the Holy Quran ; itis ,along with all its implication , is in conformity with the meanings 

of the Big Bang . 

In other words , when we think about the first moments of the Big Bang, we see that the entire matter of the universe was collected at one single 

point. In other words, everything-includin g "the heavens and earth" which were not created yet were in an interwoven and inseparable 

condition. Then, this point exploded violently, causing its matter to disunite. 

Quranic 

word 

Meaning in English Science words 

Fatak unstitch , clove asunder , 

tearing apart or 

destroying the structure 

of things that are sewn 

to one another 

Explosion 

Who told Mohummed these accurate scientific facts that science only reached this century ?!!! 

What benefits could he get by claiming things like this if he is imposter ?!!! 

How can he be sure that science won't come some day to refute these claims , if he had been imposter ?!!! 

These scientific facts that are in the Quran testify to Mohummed true prophethood and testify to the divine source of the Holy and refute the 

atheistic claims. 

. If that prophet had been imposter or counterfeiter , how did he dare to indulge himself in matters that didn't concern the people of his age?!!! 

Fatak or big bang- which is more expressive? 



Unlike the meanings of the big bang , the Quranic words denote system , wisdom , creativity while the words Big Bang , a term coined by 

scientists , implies random chaos . 

Here you can understand the miraculous use of the word in the Holy Quran , Allah says in the Holy Quran in this regard what means what means 

" Say: if the ocean were ink (wherewith to write out) the words of my Lord, sooner would the ocean be exhausted than would the words of my 

Lord, even if we added another ocean like it, for its aid.” ( AL-Kahf:109) 

Allah ,also, says in the Holy Quran in this regard what means" And if all the trees on earth were pens and the Ocean (were ink), with seven 

Oceans behind it to add to its (supply), yet would not the Words of Allahbe exhausted (in the writing): for Allahis Exalted in power, full of 

Wisdom. ( Lokman :27) 
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 ***hajikhan*** 
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This is the best e-mail I have ever received. 

  

naeem 
 
--- On Wed, 12/31/08, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 
Subject: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 
To: yousafi2005@yahoo.com 
Received: Wednesday, December 31, 2008, 10:02 AM 

Salam, Br Yousafi 

  

Thanks v. much for your request and the Holy Quran is attached with this mail.  I had difficulties trying to send the Quran from my 

Rocketmail e-mail address, so I’m sending it from this address instead. 

  

You will be able to get lots more Islamic Attachments from my Sites: 

  

1.         http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

2.         http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com 

  

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com/


If you encounter any problems downloading these other Attachments, please notify me at once at either of my email addresses. 

  

May Allah Most High give you success in both the worlds! 

 

  

Dr Umar Azam   

 

 

Looking for the perfect gift? Give the gift of Flickr! 

  

 
Re: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 

 ©@££¡ß€®z ™ 

  

  
 1 Jan 2009 

To 

 me 

http://www.flickr.com/gift/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Thanks for apportion this awesome and lovely gift. 

JazakAllah Khair 

 

On 1/2/09, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

Salam, Br Awais 

  

Thanks v. much for your request and the Holy Quran is attached with this mail.  I had difficulties trying to send 

the Quran from my Rocketmail e-mail address, so I'm sending it from this address instead. 

  

You will be able to get lots more Islamic Attachments from my Sites: 

  

1.         http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

2.         http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com 

  

If you encounter any problems downloading these other Attachments, please notify me at once at either of my 

email addresses. 

mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com/


  

May Allah Most High give you success in both the worlds! 

 

Dr Umar Azam   

  

Re: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 

 Broadcasters Pakistan 

  

  
 2 Jan 2009 

To 

 me 

We will broadcast it for you. do send me, exact matter that u want to be broadcasted. 

  

Regards; 

Reza 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Welcome to the MuslimChronicle group 

 MuslimChronicle Moderator 

  

  
 2 Jan 2009 

To 

 me 

 
Hello, 
 
I've added you to my MuslimChronicle group at Yahoo! Groups, a free,  
easy-to-use service. Yahoo! Groups makes it easy to send and receive 
group messages, coordinate events, share photos and files, and more. 
(NOTE: MuslimChronicle is an announcement/newsletter group, so  
only the group moderator may post messages.) 
 
 
Description of the group: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
News and commentary from, and about, the Muslim World  
 
 
Important information about the MuslimChronicle group 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
* To leave the group, you can unsubscribe by replying to this message, 
  or by sending an email to: 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


  MuslimChronicle-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com  
 
* To learn more about the MuslimChronicle group, please visit: 
  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MuslimChronicle 
 
* To view and modify all of your groups, visit: 
  http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups 
 
Regards, 
 
Moderator, MuslimChronicle  
 
Report abuse: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Because Yahoo! Groups values your privacy, it is a violation of our  
service rules for moderators to add subscribers to a group against 
their wishes. If you feel this has happened, please notify us: 
http://help.yahoo.com/fast/help/us/groups/cgi_abuse  
 
You may also change your email preferences to prevent group owners from 
adding you to their groups. To do so, please go here: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/s?tag=mGoTUknWDIAOai38gg5CxAAIyjD_BB5la5CvfMDVAwsABXI4RW0isDU8YbZGf0em8JZHV23PwnXhSAhTzY63kEM 
 
Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to: 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

 

 

Re: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 

 Gul Mastoi 
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 3 Jan 2009 

To 

 me 

Thanks Dr. sb for your kindness 

  
  

Gul Mastoi 

Apartment No. 204-A2, Block-11. Grey River Apartments, 

Main Korangi Crossing Road, Karachi 

Cell: +923008310653, +923337121139 

 

 
Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 zohra sultana 

  

  
 3 Jan 2009 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


To 

 me 

Jazakallah khair brother... 

 

Re: The Entire Holy Quran is attached! 

 salma malik 

  

  
 3 Jan 2009 

To 

 me 

Thank you very much.  

Salma Malik 

 

Lecturer,  

Department of Defence & Strategic Studies,  

Quaid-i-Azam University,  

Islamabad, Pakistan.  

 

Ph # (92-51) 90643076 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
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